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Abstract

A major objective in protein science is the design of enzymes with novel catalytic activities that are tailored to specific
applications. Such enzymes may have great potential in biocatalysis and biosensor technology, such as in degradation of
pollutants and biomass, and in drug and food processing. To reach this objective, investigations into the basic biochemical
functioning of metalloproteins are still required. In this perspective, metalloprotein design provides a powerful approach first
to contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the way metalloproteins function in biology, with the ultimate goal
of developing novel biocatalysts and sensing devices. Metalloprotein mimetics have been developed through the introduction
of novel metal-binding sites into naturally occurring proteins as well as through de novo protein design. We have approached
the challenge of reproducing metalloprotein active sites by using a miniaturization process. We centered our attention on
iron-containing proteins, and we developed models for heme proteins and diironeoxo proteins. In this paper we summarize
the results we obtained on the design, structural, and functional properties of DFs, a family of artificial diiron proteins. To
cite this article: O. Maglio et al., C. R. Chimie 10 (2007).
� 2007 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Un objectif majeur de la science des protéines est la conception d’enzymes possédant de nouvelles activités catalytiques et con-
çues pour des applications spécifiques. De telles enzymes peuvent avoir un grand potentiel dans des technologies de la biocatalyse
et des biocapteur telles que la dégradation des polluants et de la biomasse, ainsi que la transformation d’aliments et de produits
pharmaceutiques. Pour atteindre cet objectif, il est nécessaire de réaliser une étude du fonctionnement biochimique de base des
métalloprotéines. Dans cette optique, la conception des métalloprotéines fournit une approche puissante, initialement pour contrib-
uer à une meilleure compréhension de la façon dont les métalloprotéines fonctionnent dans les processus biologiques, avec le but
final de développer de nouveaux biocatalyseurs et capteurs. Les mimétiques des métalloprotéines ont été développés avec
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l’introduction de nouveaux sites de liaison des métaux au sein de protéines naturelles et ainsi qu’à travers la conception de novo de
protéines. Nous avons relevé le défi de reproduire les sites actifs des métalloprotéines en utilisant un processus de miniaturisation.
En particulier, nous avons focalisé notre attention sur les protéines contenant du fer et développé des modèles pour les protéines
héminiques et les protéines contenant un noyau « difer » ponté par l’oxygène. Dans cet article, nous présentons les résultats que
nous avons obtenus dans la conception et l’étude des propriétés structurelles et fonctionnelles des DFs, une famille de protéines
artificielles à site actif binucléaire de fer. Pour citer cet article : O. Maglio et al., C. R. Chimie 10 (2007).
� 2007 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The application of catalytic reactions in industrial
processes, in drug detoxification, in environment
bioanalysis and in biodegradation of pollutants makes
biocatalysts very attractive compounds to be studied.
Among biocatalysts, metal containing enzymes play
important roles in numerous chemical and biological
transformations. Therefore, increasing attention is be-
ing devoted to the possibility of tailoring synthetic
catalysts that mimic natural metalloenzymes [1e9].

In metalloenzymes, catalytic activity and stability of
the metal cofactors are regulated by specific interactions
with amino acid residues in the protein cavities [10,11].
First, the protein matrix shapes the primary coordination
shell of the metal ion dictating the composition, number,
and geometry of the ligands. In addition, residues in the
second shell, the immediate surroundings of the primary
coordination sphere, influence a variety of structural and
chemical facets, including hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions to the ligands, pKa values of ligand groups, and
the control of the metal center oxidation state and redox
potential. Finally, neighbouring side chains also exert
steric and chemical controls over the ability of the metal
ion(s) to bind or discriminate the substrate and to ac-
commodate conformational changes [10,11].

Thus, it is clearly evident that the structures of the
metal-binding sites in proteins reflect a delicate inter-
play between opposing requirements for tight binding
of the cofactor, which drives toward static, coordinately
saturated geometries, versus function, which requires
the cofactor to be coordinately unsaturated, sometimes
with unusual geometries, and properly positioned for
binding substrates and undergoing dynamic changes
in configuration during catalysis.

Therefore, numerous efforts are continuously aimed
to a better understanding of the factors that modulate
metalloprotein activity, with the ultimate goal of devel-
oping metalloenzymes with novel structures and func-
tions [1e9]. The study of natural metalloenzymes and
related mutants, generated by site-directed mutagene-
sis, as well as the study of smaller complexes containing
designed organic ligands, has clarified several funda-
mental properties of natural proteins [12e17]. For
example, mutation studies have shown that modest
changes brought to an enzyme’s structure can have
large effects on its catalytic properties. Chemical mod-
ification of a single amino acid residue can change the
fundamental activity of the enzyme, and a single site
mutation can alter its enantioselectivity [12,13].

Even though impressive progress has been made
with both strategies, the study of large proteins may
be hampered by their extreme complexity, and it is often
difficult to design small molecule complexes that can
bind multiple substrates and metal ions in water. There-
fore, due to the inherent complexity of enzyme struc-
ture, tailoring synthetic biocatalysts still is a daunting
challenge, since it requires the development of sophisti-
cated molecular architectures that distil the quintes-
sential elements believed to be responsible for the
activities.

This problem has been recently approached with the
stratagem of synthesizing scaled-down polypeptides
that self-assemble with metal ions and cofactors to
form metalloprotein mimetics.

These structures are simple enough to avoid much of
the ambiguity of interpretation associated with large
proteins, and yet should simultaneously be of sufficient
size and chemical diversity to allow the construction of
functional sites. Thus, these mimetics e which stand at
the crossroads of traditional small molecule models and
large proteins e should allow one first to understand the
properties of natural proteins, and second to construct
economical catalysts and sensing devices.
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The development of peptide-based models takes ad-
vantage of recent progress in both design and synthesis
of peptides and proteins. Relatively simple rules have
been established for the development of stable and
well-defined protein and metalloprotein models, using
either minimalist design strategies or de novo design
approach [5e7,18,19]. We have approached the chal-
lenge of reproducing metalloprotein active sites using
both strategies.

We centered our attention on iron-containing
proteins, and we developed models for heme proteins
(mimochromes) [20e26], ironesulfur proteins [27,28],
and diironeoxo proteins (DFs) [29].

All these models have a common characteristic: they
are fully or partially C2-symmetric systems, intended to
reproduce the quasi-symmetrical structure of a metallo-
protein. The use of C2 symmetry is particularly advan-
tageous: it simplifies the design, synthesis and structural
characterization of the models, even though it leaves
open the problem of possible diastereomeric forms.

A miniaturization process was applied in the devel-
opment of the first two classes of artificial metallopro-
teins [20e28]. By a detailed analysis of the crystal
structures of natural heme proteins and ironesulfur
proteins, we successfully selected the minimum set of
constituents necessary for an accurate reconstruction
of the active sites’ structures. In particular, we selected
the type and number of constituents to be assembled, to
include all the elements of the primary and secondary
coordination shell to the metal. The results obtained
on these two class of metalloprotein models, indicated
that these simple, structurally defined systems provide
a good opportunity for investigating how changes in
the polarity, solvent accessibility, and electrostatic
potential surrounding the active site affect its electro-
chemical midpoint potential and chemical reactivity.
These molecules are very promising systems in the field
of metalloenzymes model compounds: they have a high
degree of functional similarity with respect to their
natural counterparts, and they are excellent scaffolds
to engineer new peptideemetal complexes, with differ-
ent metal cofactors.

In the field of diironeoxo proteins, we used a de
novo design approach for the development of artificial
models. In particular, we developed the DF (Due Ferri)
family of artificial proteins, as models of diiron and
dimanganese metalloproteins, with the aim of repro-
ducing the functional specificity of the natural systems
and with the ultimate goal of developing new metalloen-
zymes with functions unprecedented in nature [29e42].
The DF proteins were developed through an iterative
process of design and rigorous characterization, which
allowed us to diagnose the problems associated with
the initial models, and to improve the models in subse-
quent designs. Thus, the problem of designing the DF
family was approached through several steps. The first
involved the design of stable, uniquely folded proteins
that contain the metal binding site; we engineered
DF1, which was an antiparallel dimer of helixeloope
helix motif, able to bind the dimetal cofactor near the
center of the structure [30e32]. To improve the func-
tional properties of the initial model, DF1 was subjected
to several changes in the sequence, as well in the loop
structure (DF1 and DF2 subsets) [33e40]. The design
further evolved with the construction of versions in
which the four helices are distinct chains that come to-
gether by non-covalent self assembly (DFtet) [41e43].
Each class has different advantages. For example, the
symmetric nature of the dimeric derivatives simplifies
interpretation of data, whereas analogues of the four-
chain DFtet constructs can be mixed and matched to
allow easy generation of combinatorial diversity.

In this paper, we will summarize all the results we
obtained to date from our work on the DF family of pro-
teins, by using both experimental and theoretical
studies.

2. DF1: a minimal model for diiron proteins

Diiron sites are found in a functionally diverse class
of proteins involved in oxygen binding and activation
[44e48]. Diiron proteins catalyze hydroxylation, desa-
turation, and epoxidation reactions on a variety of alkyl
and aryl substrates [44e51], and a diiron site in ribonu-
cleotide reductase, which participates in DNA biosyn-
thesis, is responsible for the formation of organic
radicals [52]. The hemerythrins are responsible for the
transport of O2, and ferritins are important for iron ox-
idation (ferroxidase activity), storage and transport
[53e57]. There are many structural and mechanistic
commonalities amongst this class of diiron proteins.

Although the folds of these proteins are frequently
complex, a simple four-helix bundle (Fig. 1) houses
their active sites [58e62]. The helices have a slight
left-handed tilt as in classical four-helix bundles [63]
and antiparallel four-stranded coiled coils [64]. Thus,
their geometries may be discussed in terms of the hep-
tad nomenclature of coiled coils [64e66].

A detailed analysis of the active site of several natural
diiron proteins (see Fig. 1) reveals a highly symmetric
arrangement of the liganding side chains [58e62]. Al-
most invariably, each helix contains a single coordinat-
ing Glu residue in an ‘‘a’’ position of the heptad motif,
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Fig. 1. Four-helix bundle motif housing the diiron site and details of the metal binding site in: (a) bacterioferritin (PDB code 1NF4), (b) ribo-

nucleotide reductase (PDB code: 1XIK), (c) hydroxylase component of methane monoxygenase (PDB code: 1FYZ), (d) D9-ACP desaturase

(PDB code: 1AFR), as derived from X-ray crystallography.
which projects towards the center of the bundle. Two
carboxylates bridge both metal ions, while the other
two interact with a single metal ion in a monodentate
or bidentate chelating interaction. Two His residues at
‘‘d’’ position, three residues from the two bridging Glu
side chains coordinate the iron as monodentate ligands,
thus forming the GlueXxxeXxxeHis binding motif
common to this class of proteins. Small side chains gen-
erally occur at the analogous ‘‘d’’ positions of the other
two helices. Importantly, these side chains control the
access of oxygen and substrates to the diiron center.

Other residues also help to shape the active sites of
diiron proteins. The top and bottom of the active site
are defined by the side chains projecting from ‘‘d’’
and ‘‘a’’ of neighboring heptads. The sides of the active
site are defined by residues at positions ‘‘g’’ and ‘‘c’’ on
two faces of the four-helix bundle, and ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘e’’ on
the other two faces (Fig. 2). The residues at the b/e faces
of the helical bundle tend to be tightly packed and ap-
pear to serve a structural role. In contrast, the c/g faces
appear to be important for function; one g/c face pres-
ents side chains that help to define the entry and binding
of substrates. The opposite c/g face may help to tune the
properties of the coordination site by hydrogen bonding
to the coordinating His residues, thus forming second-
shell interactions.

Fig. 2. Helix-wheel representation of the antiparallel four-stranded

coiled coil in proximity of the metal-binding site, in diiron protein.

Residue positions are labeled according to the heptad repeat gener-

ally applied to coiled coils.
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Fig. 3. The sequence of DF1. The DF1 sequence is indicated, together with the intended secondary structure. Residues that are expected to be

essential for folding and/or function are shown in stick representation on the helices and are underlined in the sequence.
On the basis of this analysis, we designed the first
model, DF1, which is made up of two 48-residue he-
lixeloopehelix (a2) motifs, able to specifically self-as-
semble into an antiparallel four-helix bundle [30e32].
Fig. 3 reports the amino acid sequence of the a2 motif to-
gether with the intended helical secondary structure. To
provide a Glu4His2 liganding environment for the diiron
center, each a2 subunit contains a GluaeXxxbeXxxce
Hisd sequence in helix 2, which donates a His side chain
(His39/His390) as well as a bridging Glu carboxylate
(Glu36/Glu360) to the site. A second Glu carboxylate li-
gand on helix 1 (Glu10/Glu100) provides a fourth protein
ligand per metal ion. Liganding side chains were placed
in the appropriate rotamers to allow interaction with
a diiron center. The final positions of the helices were
dictated by three different requirements: (1) the geome-
try of the liganding site was restrained to bind diiron with
two bridging Glu carboxylates, two non-bridging Glu
side chains, and the Nd of two His side chains; (2) the he-
lical packing angles and distances were constrained to
match those typically observed in the active sites of
diiron proteins; (3) precise 2-fold symmetry between
the two pairs of helices was enforced.

Each metal ion is five-coordinate, and a sixth vacant
site lies on adjoining faces of the two metal ions, pro-
viding a potential site for binding of exogenous ligands.
Satisfaction of side chain packing requirements was en-
sured by positioning hydrophobic side chains to fill the
core as dictated by the steric environment of the back-
bone structure. In addition, Glu and Lys residues were
chosen for helix-favoring, solvent-accessible sites, to
provide water solubility and to drive the assembly into
the desired antiparallel topology. Finally, an idealized
geaLeb inter-helical loop was included between the
two pairs of helices.

The DF1 sequence was also carefully engineered to
include second-shell interactions, which are crucial
for defining structural and functional properties of
metal-binding sites. Thus, in DF1 a Tyr residue at
position 17 donates a second-shell hydrogen bond to
the non-bridging E100 of the other monomer in each
of the a2 subunits (the same interaction exists between
the symmetrically related pair, Y170 and E10). Simi-
larly, an Asp residue at position 350 forms a hydrogen
bond with the imidazole N3 of the His ligand in the
neighboring helix of the dimer. This Asp is further in-
volved in a salt bridge interaction with a Lys at position
38. This hydrogen-bond network consisting of Lys/Asp/
His in DF1 is similar to that observed in the active sites
of natural proteins, such as methane monooxygenase,
where the lysine residue is replaced by an arginine, to
form an Arg/Asp/His cluster (see Fig. 4).

DF1 was prepared in good yield by standard solid-
phase methodology. The design effectively resulted in
the construction of a protein that adopts a folded, na-
tive-like helical conformation in aqueous solution,
able to bind divalent metal ions such as Zn(II), Co(II),
and Fe(II) [31]. The successful assembly of the protein
in the desired fold was proven by several techniques.
The CD spectrum for both the apo- and metal-reconsti-
tuted protein is consistent with its proposed helical
structure. Protein dimerization was ascertained by ana-
lytical ultracentrifugation analysis, which indicated that
the protein sedimented as a single homogeneous species
with an apparent molecular weight of 11,600 Da, con-
sistent with the value expected for a dimer (11,760 Da).

Fig. 5 shows the visible spectrum of the di-Co(II)e
DF1 complex, and Table 1 reports spectroscopic data
of several Co(II)-substituted DF derivatives. Data for
the di-Co(II) derivative of bacterioferritin are also re-
ported, for comparison. Inspection of Table 1 shows
that all Co(II)-substituted DF derivatives exhibit absorp-
tion bands around 520 nm, 550 nm, and 600 nm, with
associated molar extinction coefficients per Co(II) ion
of approximately 150 M�1 cm�1 for the most intense
550-nm band. These values are in good agreement
with those reported in the literature for the Co(II) deriv-
ative of bacterioferritin that contains an identical 4-Glu,
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Fig. 4. Hydrogen-bonded network consisting of Lys/Asp/His in DF1 (left; PDB code 1EC5) versus Arg/Asp/His, as observed in MMO (right;

PDB code 1MTY).
2-His ligation environment [67]. It is well known that
Co(II) complexes show distinctive UVevis spectra,
which are sensitive to the metal coordination geometry
and to the nature of the ligands [68]. The molar extinc-
tion coefficients of the Co(II) ded transitions increase
as the coordination number decreases. Typical values
range from approximately 10e20 M�1 cm�1 to 100e
150 M�1 cm�1 to 400e600 M�1 cm�1 for hexa-, penta-
and tetra-coordinate complexes, respectively [68]. Thus,
for all the di-Co(II)eDF complexes, the positions and
intensities of the ded transitions in the visible region
are consistent with a pentacoordinate geometry at the
cobalt site.

Detailed information of the overall DF1 structure
were obtained from the analysis of the crystal structure
of the di-Zn(II) form of the protein (Fig. 6), as well as
the NMR structure of the apo-form [31,32]. The
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Fig. 5. Visible spectrum of DF1 cobalt complex (1.4� 10�5 M,

MOPS buffer pH¼ 7.0; 1.0-cm path-length cell).
overall structure is very similar to the intended de-
signed model, consisting of an antiparallel pair of he-
lical hairpins with the desired topology. The structure
of the active site is very close to that found in the di-
ferrous and dimanganous forms of naturally occurring
proteins [60,69]. Each metal ion is 5-coordinate, with
two Glu carboxylates (Glu36 and Glu360), each inter-
acting with both zinc ions in a 1,3 synesyn bidentate
bridging interaction, and two Glu side chains (Glu10
and Glu100), each binding individual ions in a chelating
manner (Fig. 6b). Two His residues complete the liga-
tion environment about the dimetal site, by Nd atom
coordination to individual ions. The Zn(II)eZn(II) dis-
tance is 3.9 Å, close to the distance observed between
metal ions in the dimanganous and diferrous forms of
natural diiron proteins. The pentacoordinate ligand ar-
rangement with two 1,3 bridging carboxylates and two
chelating carboxylates is also nearly identical to that
observed in diferrous D9-ACP desaturase [58] and
di-Mn(II)ebacterioferritin [69].

The ligands surround the metal ions, except for a va-
cant pair of sites along one face of the dimetal center.
The vacant sites are oriented trans to the His ligands,
and are well oriented for interaction with exogenous li-
gands. Further, the intended second-shell interactions
were all actually observed in the experimental structure
(Fig. 6b).

DF1 was also characterized in its di-Mn(II) form, by
X-ray analysis [35]. The three-dimensional structure is
very similar to the di-Zn(II) derivative, both in the over-
all protein structure, and in the dimetal site coordination
geometry.

All the results obtained on the prototype DF1 clearly
showed that our approach for the development of
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Table 1

Spectroscopic data of Co(II)-substituted DF derivatives, compared to Co(II)-bacterioferritin

Protein l (nm) 3 (M�1 cm�1) l (nm) 3 (M�1 cm�1) l (nm) 3 (M�1 cm�1)

DF1a 524 143 574 190 594 165

DF2b 520 140 550 155 600 90

DFtetc 520 125 550 140 597 80

DFscd 529 124 550 136 600 86

Bacterioferritine 520 126 555 155 600 107

a Data from Ref. [31].
b Data from Ref. [33].
c Data from Ref. [41].
d Data from Ref. [96].
e Data from Ref. [67].
artificial diiron proteins was successful. Further, the
folding of DF1 was dictated neither by the binding of
the metal cofactor, nor by the nature of the metal ion.
In fact, solution structure determination by NMR anal-
ysis of the apo-form indicated that the four-helix bundle
fold and the metal binding site are largely preorganized
in the apo-protein [32]. The solution structure of apo-
DF1 agrees well with the model structure, and it is
nearly identical to the crystal structure of di-Zn(II)
and di-Mn(II) forms [31,35].

Unfortunately, although DF1 behaves as a native-
like protein irrespective of its ligation state, it had sev-
eral limitations. To constitute the metalloprotein, DF1
has to be denatured and refolded in the presence of
metal ions. Further, the diiron complex was not able
to bind exogenous ligands. Therefore, the next step
was redesigning DF1, with the aim of improving the
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Fig. 6. (a) Crystal structure of di-Zn(II)eDF1. (b) Structure of the

binding site, showing the second-shell hydrogen bonds between

Tyr17 and Glu100 (top), and between Asp35 and His390 (bottom).
properties of the prototype and constructing catalyti-
cally active analogs.

3. Engineering an active site cavity into DF1

The design of DF1 was particularly challenging, be-
cause it required the burial of six polar ionizable groups
in the hydrophobic core of a four-helix bundle. To drive
the four-helix bundle formation, the interior of DF1 was
efficiently packed with a large number of hydrophobic
side chains, resulting in a protein with maximal stabil-
ity. The requirements for a high degree of conforma-
tional stability are often contrary to those for binding
and enzymatic functions, which in turn require a certain
level of conformational freedom.

DF1 was not able to support any activity, probably
because access to its dimetal center is blocked by
a pair of symmetrically related hydrophobic Leu resi-
dues at position 13 of the sequence, L13 and L130. In or-
der to introduce an active site cavity into the protein,
DF1 was re-designed: modeling suggested that replace-
ment of Leu side chains at position 13 and 130 with
smaller Ala or Gly residues might open up the active
site, providing a cavity large enough to allow small mol-
ecules to access the metal center (see Fig. 7). Indeed,
natural diiron and dimanganese proteins, with sub-
strate-access channels, tend to have small side chains
at these positions. Therefore two DF1 analogs,
L13AeDF1 and L13GeDF1, were synthesized
[32,34,35,37,38].

The analysis of the folding and binding properties of
these new proteins allowed us to outline the stability/
function tradeoffs associated with DF models. In order
to determine the thermodynamic cost of carving an ac-
tive site access channel within a protein, the thermody-
namics of folding of the three mutants were analyzed
[32]. The thermodynamic stabilities of DF1, L13Ae
DF1, and L13GeDF1 were determined by chemical de-
naturation with Gdn$HCl, by monitoring the loss of the
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Fig. 7. Engineering an active site cavity into DF1. Top view of the active site cavity in DF1 (left) and L13AeDF1 (right). The liganding Glu (red

spheres) and His (blue spheres) side chains are reported. The replacement of Leu13/130 (violet spheres) with Ala creates an access channel to the

dimetal site. (For interpretation of the references to colour in figure legends, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
helical CD signal at 222 nm. The Gdn denaturation
curves for DF1, L13A-DF1 and L13G-DF1 markedly
depend on the total protein concentration, as expected
for a monomeredimer equilibrium. Globally fitting of
the thermodynamic parameters to a two-state equilib-
rium, between folded dimers and unfolded monomers,
gave the free energies of dimerization of the three pro-
teins. DF1 has exceptional stability, with a dissociation
constant of approximately 0.001 femtomolar (fM); the
corresponding values for L13A-DF1 and L13G-DF1
were 100 fM and 0.6 nM. The difference in stability as-
sociated with mutation of Leu 13 to Ala [DDG (0)] was
found to be 5.6 kcal/mol dimer (2.8 kcal/mol mono-
mer). This value is within the range expected for mutat-
ing a single buried Leu to an Ala in a native protein
[71,72]. The mutation of position 13 from Ala to Gly re-
sulted in a further destabilization of 5.2 kcal/mol
(2.6 kcal/mol monomer), reflecting contributions from
both a decrease in the helix propensity of Ala relative
to Gly [z1 kcal/mol monomer [66,73] and a decreased
hydrophobic driving force [z1.3 kcal/mol monomer
[72]].

In order to confirm the presence of the designed cav-
ity, the crystal structures of the two mutants were
solved. The L13AeDF1 mutant was crystallized as
di-Mn(II) complex in the presence of excess of Mn(II)
ions [38]. The asymmetric unit contains three dimers,
whose structures are nearly identical to that of
di-Zn(II)e and di-Mn(II)eDF1. Mn(II) ions are also in-
volved in inter-subunit contacts. Dimers within a given
unit cell are linked by five ‘‘external’’ crystallographi-
cally independent manganese ions. The electron density
of the metal binding site and the surrounding site is
well-defined (Fig. 8). As intended in the design, the di-
metal binding site lies at the bottom of a deep pocket
water-filled. A trilobate peak of electron density was
found in a depression formed between the coordinating
glutamate residues. This density has been interpreted as
a dimethyl sulfoxide molecule, derived from the crys-
tallization buffer, bridging the two Mn ions. An exoge-
nous bridging organic ligand was observed in the crystal
structures of several natural diiron and dimanganese
proteins. In addition to DMSO, a number of ordered wa-
ter molecules fill the pocket leading into the di-Mn(II)

Fig. 8. Electron density map of the dinuclear metal binding site of

di-MneL13AeDF1 (2FoeFc map (contour levels are 1s) for the li-

ganding residues including the exogenous DMSO ligand.
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site. These water molecules fill the aqueous channel
formed by the leucine replacements in DF1. Consistent
with the design, all the second-shell interactions were
retained in the crystal structure of the di-Mn(II)e
L13AeDF1 complex.

The replacement of the two leucine residues in DF1
with the smallest amino acid, glycine, indeed further in-
creases the channel dimensions, as observed by the
analysis of the crystal structure of the di-Mn(II)e
L13GeDF1 [37]. The structure displays four crystallo-
graphically independent dimers in the asymmetric unit
(Fig. 9). Despite the structural similarity with di-
Mn(II)eL13AeDF1, a significant difference was found
in the electron-density map around the dimetal site.
Each of the four crystallographically independent di-
mers has a larger number of water molecules without
DMSO molecules in the protein core with respect to
the Ala13 DF1 variant. Fig. 10 depicts the active site
cavity in L13AeDF1 and L13GeDF1: the water-filled
access channel has been expanded in the expected man-
ner, upon substitution of Ala 13/130 with Gly.

The more striking feature found in the di-Mn(II)e
L13GeDF1 structure is the presence of two different
dimanganese coordination environments (Fig. 11). In
three of the four crystallographically independent di-
mers (AB, CD and EF), a water molecule bridges the

Fig. 9. di-MneL13GeDF1 crystal structure: the four crystallograph-

ically independent dimers of the asymmetric unit. Violet spheres in-

dicated the Mn(II) ions.
two metal ions, while in the other dimer (GH) two
terminal water molecules are coordinated to the two
manganese ions trans to the histidine ligands. The
inter-metal distance is shorter in three of the dimers
(3.6 Å) and longer in the fourth (4.2 Å). These different
modes of binding led to changes in the quaternary struc-
ture (Fig. 12). By superimposing the C-terminal helices
(2 and 20) of the four crystallographic dimers, it can be
seen that they are virtually invariant among the struc-
tures. In contrast, the N-terminal helices (1 and 10) oc-
cupy different positions in the GH dimer relative to
the others. In particular, the two copies of helix 1 un-
dergo a shift in opposite directions (approximately
0.7 Å) along the Z axis, away from the metal-binding
site. Indeed, this shift increases the length of the met-
alemetal distance. This sliding-helix mechanism may
be extended to natural metalloproteins, in order to ac-
commodate changes in their coordination environment.
However, such motions have not been observed in the
parent natural metalloproteins, probably because it
might be more difficult to be observed in a complex,
large molecule.

In summary, the three-dimensional structures of the
di-Zn(II)eDF1, di-Mn(II)eL13AeDF1 and di-Zn(II)-
L13GeDF1 are very similar, indicating that the intro-
duction of the access channel and changing the metal
ion from Zn(II) to Mn(II) did not greatly affect the
structure of the protein. Further, the analysis of the ther-
modynamic consequences of introducing a substrate-
access channel into the structure of DF1 shows that
the destabilization is extreme; the Leu-to-Gly mutation
destabilizes the dimer by 10 kcal/mol. Thus, although
this functional mutation extracts a large thermodynamic

Fig. 10. Top view of the active site cavity in L13AeDF1 (left) and

L13GeDF1 (right). The access channel, indicated by black arrows,

expands upon Ala to Gly mutation. The yellow spheres (in L13Ae

DF1) indicate the dimethyl sulfoxide molecule, the red spheres indi-

cate the water molecules, and the violet spheres indicate the metal

ions.
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price, the extreme stability of DF1 provides adequate
stability to compensate for the mutation.

The limited solubility of DF1 analogs in aqueous so-
lution has facilitated the formation of X-ray diffraction-
quality crystals, thus allowing a deep investigation of
their structures in the solid state; on the other hand, it
has impeded further solution characterization in the ab-
sence of organic solvents. We therefore tried to improve
the properties of DF1 molecules by designing two re-
combinant versions of L13AeDF1, DF2 and DF2t
[33,34,36,39,40], that have several changes in their se-
quence, as well in the loop structures, with respect to
DF1 (see Fig. 13a for a comparison of their amino
acid sequences). In order to enhance the water solubility
and to reduce the tendency to aggregate in solution, sev-
eral hydrophobic residues on the surface were converted

Fig. 11. 2FoeFc electron density maps (contour levels are 1.5s) of

the dinuclear metal-binding site of di-MneL13GeDF1 in the AB

dimer (top) and in the GH dimer (bottom).
to polar residues in DF2. Further, a careful examination
of the DF1 structure showed that the inter-helical turn
adopts a strained conformation, which might account
for these problems. Thus, the loop was re-designed in
DF2.

We first performed an analysis of the structures and
sequence preferences of inter-helical hairpins, in a large
database of crystallographically characterized proteins.
A very limited number of inter-helical turns were found
to occur with high frequency. Furthermore, these turns
occur only within well-defined structural contexts.
Three classes of turns were found to occur with high
frequency: the Rose and Shellmann aLeb, which
differs for the H-bonding pattern, and the longer aRe
beaReb. In DF2, the sequence was changed to stabi-
lize the aLeb inter-helical turn; in DF2t the longer
aRebeaReb loop was introduced between the helices.

DF2 and DF2t were expressed in Escherichia coli.
The solution properties of DF2 and DF2t were thor-
oughly studied by sedimentation equilibrium
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Fig. 12. (a) Crystallographically independent dimers of di-Mne

L13GeDF1, AB (left) and GH (right), viewed along the x axis of

a common orthogonal reference system. The arrows in the GH dimer

indicate the shifts of N-terminal helices and metal ions with respect

to the other dimers. (b) Superimposition of helices 1 and 10 (left) and

helices 2 and 20 (right) of the four crystallographically independent

dimers of di-MnIIeL13GeDF1. Note the movement of helices 1

and 10 of the GH pair (red) relative to the remaining helices (AB,

blue; CD, green; EF, cyan).
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(a)

(b)

fg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg      bcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdef 

DF1   DY LRELLKL ELQLIKQ YREALEYV–-KL–––––PV LAKILED EEKHIEW LETILG 
DF2  MDY LRELYKL EQQAMKL YREASERV–-GD–––––PV LAKILED EEKHIEW LETING 
DF2t MDY LRELYKL EQQAMKL YREASEK-–ARN–PEKKSV LQKILED EEKHIEW LETING 

          g abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcd 
  DF1 DY LRELLKL ELQLIKQ YREALEY V 

A K LKELKSK LKELLKL ELQAIKQ YKELKAE LKEL
      Aa E LKELKSE LKELLKL ELQAIKQ FKELKAE LKEL
      Ab K LKKLKSR LKKLLKL ELQAIHQ YKKLKAR LKKL

DF1 PV LAKILED EEKHIEW LETILG
B E LEELESE LEKILED EERHIEW LEKLEAK LKEL

Fig. 13. Sequence alignment of DF family proteins respect to the prototype DF1. The liganding residues are highlighted in green, second-shell

ligands in pink, and residues involved in the active site access in yellow. (a) DF2 subset and (b) DFtet subset: the residues in the A-subunits that

were varied are underlined.
ultracentrifugation, CD-monitored guanidine denatur-
ation, and NMR solution characterization [34,40].
Thermodynamic measurements showed that DF2t was
slightly more stable than DF2 in the apo-state. Both
proteins are strongly stabilized by divalent cations,
which they bind with a stoichiometry of two ions per
four-helix bundle. Both had similar affinities for metal
ions, although DF2t bound Mn(II) an order of magni-
tude greater than DF2 bound this ion.

The structural characterization in solution and in the
crystal state of both proteins [36] confirmed that they
formed the desired dimeric helixeloopehelix structure
(Fig. 14). Small differences between the crystal and
the solution structure are restricted to the loop regions,
with the NMR structure showing two loop conforma-
tional families, in both the proteins. Analysis of the
loop regions revealed that the 3-residue loop, beaLe
b loop, engineered in DF2t, was more defined than
the 2-residue aL-b loop, present in DF1 and DF2
(Fig. 15). This finding may be responsible for the higher
stability and the better expression level of DF2t with
respect to DF2.

With the aim of correlating structural with functional
properties, we examined the ligand binding and spectro-
scopic properties of all the DF1 and DF2 analogs. In
contrast to the prototype DF1, all the other members
of DF1 and DF2 subsets, containing either Ala or Gly
at the access site position, can be reconstituted with
metal ions without unfolding the apo-protein, thus sug-
gesting that the metal binding site is readily accessible
to small molecules. All the DF1 analogues showed an
absorption spectrum of the diferric form typical of
oxo-bridged diferric systems, and all the proteins are
able to bind azide (Fig. 16). Further, the UVevis spec-
trum shows small changes upon addition of acetate,
benzoate or 4-hydroxybenzoate anions, suggesting
that the carboxylate groups of these ligands interact
with the metal center, similarly to natural diironeoxo
proteins [38].

This last finding was confirmed by the crystal struc-
ture resolution of the diferric complex of DF2t [39].
The diiron site is characterized by a cluster consisting
of two m-1,3 bridging Glu carboxylates, two chelating
Glu carboxylates and two Nd bound His ligands
(Fig. 17). Further, the diiron(III) center is able to accom-
modate two additional non-protein ligands. In fact, two
exogenous ligands were apparent in the electron density
map: an oxo ligand was modeled at the m-bridging posi-
tion, cis to both FeeNdHis bonds, and an acetate ion,
from the crystallization buffer, was modeled in the other

Fig. 14. (a) Comparison of DF2 (red) and DF2t (green) crystal struc-

tures. (b) Backbone structure of the turns in DF2 (red) and DF2t

(green).
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electron density peak. An extensive series of second-
shell hydrogen bonds restrain the protein Glu ligands
to nearly the same positions as those observed in divalent
metal-bound DF proteins, despite the accommodation of
exogenous m-oxo and acetate ligands. Thus, the diferric

(a)

(b)

chain1

chain2

N-terminus

C-terminus

chain1
chain2

C-terminus

N-terminus

Fig. 15. Solution structure of (a) di-Zn(II)eDF2 and (b) di-Zn(II)e

DF2t, represented as a tube of radius proportional to the rmsd of each

residues. The thinner segment of the ribbon in the DF2t loop region

evidences a comparatively lower positional variability of the back-

bone atoms with respect to that observed in DF2 (thicker region).
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Fig. 16. Spectrum of di-Fe(III)eDF2 (solid black lines) and spectral

changes that accompany the addition of the small molecules sodium

azide (blue line) and sodium acetate (black dashed line).
complex of DF2t does not show the same degree of flex-
ibility of the carboxylate ligands, typically found in the
natural diiron proteins and thought to be important for
catalysis. In fact, changes in the coordination mode of
active site ligands in natural diiron proteins are well pre-
cedented, as they have been structurally characterized in
methane monooxygenase and in the R2 subunit of ribo-
nucleotide reductase [74,59]. In all cases, the ligating
modes of the active site carboxylate ligands have been
shown to be flexible (carboxylate shifts) [70,75]. This
flexibility is not surprising, as carboxylate ligands are
able to adopt several coordination modes.

In light of the catalytic relevance of the carboxylate
shift phenomenon [76], a theoretical analysis was car-
ried out on the di-Zn(II)eDF1 active site, in order to in-
vestigate the structural and dynamical behavior of the
metal cofactor. First principles (Car-Parrinello) [77]
and hybrid QM/MM molecular dynamic simulation
[78] indicated that carboxylate shift from chelated to
monodentate occurs during the simulations, at least on
one of the two bridging glutamates. The calculations
also showed that the second-shell interactions contrib-
ute significantly to the structural stability of the active
site, and that the bulk solvent water molecules play
a critical role in fine-tuning the dynamic of the system.

4. Searching for functionality: DFtet an
heterotetrameric system

The results we had obtained so far on the analysis of
all DF analogs clearly indicated that three main aspects
must be considered in order to obtain stable and func-
tional models: (i) the correct design of inter-helical

Fig. 17. The diiron(III) cluster ligands and sA-weighted FoeFc omit

map peaks modeled by acetate and m-oxoligands (4.0s) as observed

in the di-Fe(III)eDF2t crystal structure.
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turn; (ii) the residues responsible for the primary and
second-shell ligands; (iii) the residues that define the ac-
tive site access channel.

To search for a catalytically active system based on
the DF structure, it is helpful to evaluate how systematic
changes in the structure affect substrate-binding and
catalytic properties.

DF1 is an extremely stable scaffold to tolerate signif-
icant changes in the amino acid sequence, without af-
fecting its overall fold. The extreme thermodynamic
stability of DF1 makes it a particularly apt framework
for substitutions, which are important for function and
for probing specific mechanistic questions, more diffi-
cult to analyze on a complex, large protein.

Although some DF molecules in the diferric forms
are able to bind exogenous ligands, such as phenol
and acetate, catalytic activity still requires changes in
the second-shell ligands, in particular in defining the
access to the diiron site. For example, modeling sug-
gests that for the accessibility to the metal site, not
only residues at position 13 play a critical role, as al-
ready described, but also residues at position 9 should
be crucial. However, as the number of mutation in-
creases, a very large number of combinations are gener-
ated. Thus an exhaustive analysis would require the
preparation and purification of significant quantities of
hundreds to thousands of variants, to be screened for
binding of small molecules, and reactivity toward a va-
riety of substrates.

To advance this goal, we tried to bridge the gap be-
tween ‘‘rational design’’ and combinatorial approaches
through the development of four-helix bundle based on
heterotetrameric systems [41]. A heterotetrameric sys-
tem consisting of four disconnected helices, which
could be separately synthesized, purified, and then com-
binatorially assembled, is uniquely suited for the pro-
duction of an array of any desired helical bundles
from a significantly smaller number of peptides. For
an ABCD heterotetramer (in which each of the mono-
mers was different), 104 combinations could be pre-
pared by combining only 10 variants of each of the
individual chains. Previously, strategies have been de-
veloped for the design of two-stranded coiled coils
that specifically self-assemble to form AB hetero-
dimers, with minimal formation of homodimeric spe-
cies [79]; similarly, ABC heterotrimers [80e82] and
A2B2 heterotetrameric [83] coiled coils have been
designed.

We have applied this strategy to the development of
DF1 analogs, by designing either an A2B2 heterotetra-
meric complex [41] and a three-component AA0B2 het-
erotetrameric complex [42]. We named these analogs
DFtet. The design of heterotetrameric systems presents
significant challenges for protein design. Specifying
a unique topology is a more complex problem for a het-
erotetrameric system, as in DFtet, than it was in a homo-
dimeric system, such as DF1 or DF2. In particular, it
was important to destabilize both homooligomeric folds
as well as undesired heterotetrameric topologies. To
achieve this goal, a new computational design algo-
rithm was developed. This design methodology in-
cluded the concept of ‘‘negative design’’ [84e88,30]
to prevent alternate topologies from occurring and as
well as a ‘‘minimalist’’ approach [88,89] to minimize
extraneous structural variables.

The algorithm was first applied for the design of
A2B2 heterotetramers (Fig. 13b), where A and B are
33-residue peptides. The first step in the design process
involved the specification of the four-helix bundle back-
bone, which was generated using the parameters ob-
tained from the analysis of DF1. The helices of DFtet

were extended relative to those of DF1 (33 residues in
DFtet versus 24 residues in DF1) to increase the stability
of the system. Helix A contains only the Glu ligands,
and helix B contains the EXXH metal-binding motif.
By inspection of the sequence alignment reported in
Fig. 13b, it can be seen that the residues within the re-
gion of the binding site are the same as the correspond-
ing residues of DF1. Similarly to L13AeDF1, an Ala
residue was inserted at position 19 (position 13 in
DF1) to create an open cavity. Residue 18 in DFteteB
(corresponding to residue 38 of DF1) was mutated
from Lys to Arg, in order to strictly resemble the
AspeGlueXxxeArgeHis motif of natural diiron pro-
teins such as MMO [90] and D9-ACP desaturase [60]
(see Fig. 4).

The nature of the residues at the b/e and g/c interfa-
cial positions (see Fig. 2 for the heptad nomenclature)
was chosen to specifically stabilize only one of the pos-
sible topologies for an antiparallel A2B2 heterotetramer.
These positions were allowed to correspond to Lys and
Glu amino acids, and the energy of the desired folds and
of the alternatively folded structures was considered in
the calculation. The final sequences for A and B pep-
tides correspond to those which showed the minimum
number of unfavorable contacts in the desired topology
(Fig. 18).

The design of DFtet was successful: DFteteA and
DFteteB are unfolded at neutral pH; however, when
mixed in a 1:1 ratio, they assemble into a helical bundle
with the expected stoichiometry [41]. Furthermore, the
peptide is tetrameric and stable over a wide temperature
range, being thermally unfolded only at low concentra-
tions and at an elevated pH. DFtet also binds metal ions
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in the proper stoichiometry, and the spectroscopic prop-
erties of the Co(II) and Fe(III) derivatives strongly sug-
gest that the ligand environment is precisely as
intended. The match of the Co(II) spectrum between
DFtet and DF1/DF2 analogs (see Table 1), and the iden-
tical kinetic scheme for Fe(II) oxidation provide good
evidence that the metal-binding sites of these proteins
are very similar. Thus, the intended topology appears
to have been achieved.

The potentiality of DFtet for the preparation and
screening of a library of DF variants has been demon-
strated by the results we achieved with a less symmetri-
cal version of the original heterotetramer DFtet. DFtet

was re-designed for constructing a new system based
on a three-component AA0B2 complex [42]. In order
to prepare this complex, two electrostatically comple-
mentary versions of the A peptide were prepared, which
should specifically assemble with two equivalents of B
to form the desired AA0B2 heterotetramer. Along one
face of the helix of the original A, negatively and posi-
tively charged groups had been placed near the N and C
termini, respectively, to stabilize an antiparallel ar-
rangement of the helices. The sequences of these two
helices were varied such that one contains a strip of
Glu along the entire length of the interface, and the
other contains Lys and Arg at equivalent positions
(Fig. 13b). The peptide with the acidic replacements
was named helix Aa and the other helix Ab. Additional
substitutions were also made in the second-shell inter-
actions, to probe specific mechanistic questions. The
non-bridging Glu residues in DF1 form second-shell in-
teractions with two Tyr side chains (see Fig. 6), whereas
in natural proteins only one of the structurally

Fig. 18. Models of DFtet.
equivalent Glu residues is generally constrained by
a second-shell interaction.

The assembly of the three peptide chains, Aa, Ab and
B in the expected 1:1:2 stoichiometry to give the desired
AaAbB2 heterotetramer was successful, as proven both
by CD and size-exclusion chromatography studies
[42]. The substitutions made to the AaAbB2 four-helix
bundle, with respect to the prototype DF1, were inter-
esting, as demonstrated by the results we obtained on
the diiron complex of this new protein. On addition of
ferrous ions and oxygen, the protein forms a product,
entirely different from those formed in the original
DF1 protein and DFtet complex.

Fig. 19 shows the UVevis spectra of AaAbB2 mea-
sured at various time after the addition of Fe(II) in the
presence of oxygen. The spectra are characterized by
the presence of a strong band centered near 625 nm
with an extinction coefficient of approximately
1000 M�1 cm�1. Although additional spectroscopic
studies are necessary to confirm the identity of this spe-
cies, its UVevis spectrum is similar to that found in the
cis-m-1,2 peroxo-bridged diferric intermediates ob-
served in a variety of diiron proteins, such as ferritin
(lmax¼ 650 nm, 3¼ 1000 M�1 cm�1) [91,92] but at
somewhat shorter wavelength than the corresponding
species in the enzymes D9-ACP desaturase
(lmax¼ 700 nm, 3¼ 1200 M�1 cm�1) [93], methane
monooxygenase (lmax¼ 725 nm, 3¼ 1800 M�1 cm�1)
–for a review, see Ref. [75]–and a mutant of the R2

Fig. 19. Spectra of AaAbB2 (25 mM in tetramer) measured at various

times after the addition of ferrous ammonium sulfate, final concentra-

tion 50 mM, in air saturated buffer (150 mM Mes, pH 6.5/150 mM

NaCl). The spectra were measured at 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 150,

and 180 s after mixing. Inset: the kinetics of peroxide formation fol-

lowed by the increase in absorbance at 620 nm.
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subunit of ribonucleotide reductase (lmax¼ 700 nm,
3¼ 1800 M�1 cm�1) [94].

The visible band could be also assigned to a tyrosin-
ateeFe(III) ligand-to-metal charge-transfer band [95].
Further studies are currently in progress.

Further design refinements to DFtet allowed us to de-
velop an O2-dependent phenol oxidase [43]. The inte-
rior of the symmetrical DFtet A2B2 was sculpted for
creating a pocket capable of binding a substrate, the
4-aminophenol. Modeling suggested that when this
molecule is inserted in the active site of the original
DFtet A2B2, and modeled such that its phenolic oxygen
bridges the metal ions, it makes unfavorable contacts
with Leu 15 and Ala 19 (corresponding to positions 9
and 13, respectively, of DF1) (see Fig. 20a). The steric
bulk of these residues was therefore reduced in variants
in which Ala 19 is changed to Gly and Leu 15 is
changed to either Ala or Gly in both of the A chains
(see Fig. 20b).

A number of symmetrical variants, G4eDFtet (in
which Leu 15 and Ala 19 of both A chains were
substituted with Gly), L2G2eDFtet (in which Leu 15
was retained and Ala 19 was changed to Gly), A2G2e
DFtet and G2A2eDFtet (which have Gly or Ala at the in-
dicated positions) were screened for activity. In particu-
lar, all the variants were screened for their ability to react
with Fe(II) and O2. Some variants produced a relatively
stable intermediate, resembling the same diferric peroxo
species formed in the DFtet AaAbB2. The variant with
the fewest steric restrictions, namely G4eDFtet, showed
increasingly rapid formation of the oxo-species with no
detectable intermediates. The same variant showed the
greatest binding ability toward phenol, which binds to
the diferric site with high affinity.

Finally, we measured the two-electron oxidation of
4-aminophenol to the corresponding quinone monoi-
mine, catalyzed by the proteins in atmospheric O2.
Again, G4eDFtet showed a z 1000-fold rate enhance-
ment, relative to the background reaction when the ini-
tial rate of the reaction in the presence and absence of
the protein was compared. The G4eDFtet catalyzed
this reaction for at least 100 turnovers. Changing either
of the Gly residues at positions 19 or 15 to Ala gave
a protein whose rate was decreased between 2.5- and
5-fold. All the results on DFtet variant clearly showed
that the catalytic efficiency is sensitive to changes in
the size of a methyl group in the protein, illustrating
the specificity of the design.

All these data demonstrate the promise of the combi-
natorial approach for identifying potential candidates
for defined applications. Having tested the potential of
the system, the next step is to prepare a library of
variants, with the active site cavity designed for a spe-
cific functionality.

5. Conclusions

Principles and methods for protein design have ma-
tured, and protein design has deeply contributed to
our understanding of the principles of protein folding
and stabilization. It has now become possible to design

Fig. 20. (a) Computer model of 4-aminophenol bound to the active

site of DFtetA2B2. (b) Solvent-accessible surface associated with

G4eDFtet. The aminophenol ring into the pocket is represented in

purple.
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structurally defined protein models. Our studies in the
design of diiron proteins suggest that it should now be
possible to approach the de novo design of highly func-
tionalized metalloproteins with well-defined three-
dimensional structures.

We applied different and complementary strategies
for the construction of diiron proteins’ model systems.
To create the prototype scaffold we followed the sym-
metry concept, trying to reproduce in a symmetric
model the quasi-symmetrical structure of a metallopro-
tein. The use of C2 symmetry has been shown to be par-
ticularly advantageous, because it simplifies the design,
reduces the size of the molecules to be synthesized, and
simplifies their structural characterization.

The C2 symmetric DF1 protein, based on the dimer-
ization of a helixeloopehelix motif, has set the stage
for the development of the other proteins. The studies
on DF1 analogs and on the more soluble versions DF2
and DF2t, revealed the crucial features required for de-
fining the properties of an artificial diiron protein. What
we have learned by the lesson on DF molecules based
on the helixeloopehelix motif can be summarized as
follows.

The designed four-helix bundle motif allows the
proper burial of the first-coordination-sphere ligands.
All of our designed DF proteins bind divalent metal
ions in the proper stoichiometry of two per protein. Fur-
ther, all the spectroscopic and structural data suggest
that all these proteins share the same pentacoordinate li-
gand environment, with each metal ion having three
carboxylate ligands and one His ligand.

Of crucial importance in modulating the functional
properties of the proteins are the residues at positions
‘‘g’’ and ‘‘d’’ that define the shape and accessibility of
the active site cavity (see Fig. 2). Residues with differ-
ent steric hindrance at the above-mentioned positions
influence both stability and activity. The analysis of
the thermodynamics of folding showed that stability de-
creases as the bulk of the residues at positions ‘‘d’’ de-
creases from Leu to Ala to Gly. On the opposite, as the
active site cavity increases the chemical properties of
the proteins increasingly resembles those of the natural
enzymes. In fact, L13G-DF1 and L13A-DF1 variants,
as well as the DF2 subset, bind exogenous ligands and
display ferroxidase activity, in contrast to DF1, which
was extremely stable and not able to support any func-
tion. Further evidences of the correlation between the
catalytic activity and the size of the active site cavity
came from the results obtained on the DFtet subset, in
which the influence of the residues at the ‘‘g’’ positions
was also evaluated. The results obtained on the variant
with the fewest steric restrictions, namely G4eDFtet,
reveal that changes, as small as the size of a single
methyl group in the active site residues, have a signifi-
cant effect on the protein functional properties. In fact,
G4eDFtet shows exceptional substrate specificity: the
substrate 4-methoxyanaline, in which the hydroxyl
group of 4AP is converted to a methoxy, was not a sub-
strate for the protein. Also, 4-aminoaniline, in which the
phenolic hydroxyl is replaced by an amino group, was
oxidized at a rate only 2-fold greater than the back-
ground reaction.

All the results we obtained so far were included in
the design of the last protein, DF3, which belongs to
the DF1 subset. This new symmetric helixeloopehelix
dimer encompasses all the main features thought to be
crucial for function: (i) Gly residue at both positions 9
and 13; (ii) new inter-helical loop with respect to
DF1. The new protein shows improved solubility and
active site accessibility, while retaining the unique
native-like structure, as assessed by NMR structural
characterization (manuscript in preparation).

In conclusion, throughout this paper we tried to illus-
trate the importance of using a very stable and highly op-
timized protein model for functional design, which can
withstand multiple changes into the sequence without af-
fecting the overall fold. DFs encompass these properties:
their thermodynamic stability makes them apt frame-
work for substitutions, which are important for function
and for probing specific mechanistic questions, more
difficult to analyze on a complex, large protein.
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